AmTryke JT-2300-USS
Part #: 50-FC-2300-USS

Installation Instructions for JT2300-USS (Under Seat Steering)

NOTE: These instructions are intended as a quick reference guide. Please be sure to use the JT-2000 Assembly Guide as the main reference. It contains all the frame and rear deck instructions, since these two models share the same basic frame.

Use the JT-2000 Assembly Instructions for installation of:

- Wheels
- Rear deck
- Seat
- Small drive chain
- Front brake, caliper and adjustment
- Pedals
- Reflectors

1) Check for all parts and make sure you have received the JT-2300-USS correct parts.
Reflectors

2) Remove main frame from the box.

3) Install rear deck (shown in proper position).
4) You may prefer in install rear tires first – before attaching to main frame.

5) See JT-2000 instructions for rear deck and chain assembly instructions.

6) Your bike should look like this before handles are installed.
7) Insert the handles into each side of the USS steering tubes. You can adjust and tighten later to your rider's comfort.

8) The skewer for the front wheel looks like this before installation. One (1) spring goes on each side. Be sure to orient them as shown.
9) Here is your bike with the seat frame installed.

10) See the JT-2000 instructions for more information

Questions or Concerns Regarding your Build? No problem! Please Contact Derek Shaw, AmTryke Technical and Customer Support Coordinator @ 1-800-838-1845 x114 or dereks@ambucs.org